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Save time and create effective borehole logs in minutes! Simply design a page, input information and hit the start button to prepare the borehole chart for further processing. Fine-grained control of each data element Design the page with the minimum depth and meter increment for each data point you want to report. This feature is intended for preparing the PPT charts or one-off reports.
Easily define what data is to be collected and how it's to be analyzed Go over the elevation zenith, horizons, dates and time, and geological period and . Create parameters for each data point (e.g. grain size analysis) Pleasant page and chart design interface Program is WYSIWYG, so you can easily design pages and charts for easy record, report, and view. You can also set charts and pages

margin, gridlines, and border. Draw lines, curves, and images for extra polish You can annotate pages and change the page background by drawing lines, curves, arrows, and other images. Crop and scale images, tables and reports You can resize, crop, and redraw images, tables, and reports. Download the free version and get some free borehole soil logs! You can also download for free the
free version of the software for pre-configured borehole soil logs (available for the following tests: AW_AW_0D_EOZ_0D, AW_AW_0D_EOT_0D,

AW_AW_0D_EH_0D_BH_0D,AW_AW_0D_EH_0D_BH_2D_C_2D_BH_2D_C_3D_BH_2D_C_4D_BH_2D_C_5D_BH_2D_C_6D_BH_2D_C_7D_BH_2D_C_8D_BH_2D_C_9D_BH_2D_C_10D_BH_2D_C_11D_BH_2D_C_12D,AW_AW_2D_EOT_2D_C_BH_2D_C_3D_BH_2D_C_4D_BH_2D_ 09e8f5149f
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BLogPro Portable is a lightweight software application designed to help you easily create borehole soil logs for your projects. Portability perks Since installation is not necessary, you can save the program files in a custom directory on the HDD and just click the.exe to launch BLogPro. There is also the option to save it to a removable storage unit and run it on any machine without setup.
More importantly, it doesn't create new Windows registry entries. Intuitive interface and options Wrapped up in a clear-cut interface with a neatly organized structure, BLogPro invites you to create projects with as many pages as you want, rename or delete them, change the page margins, and finally export them as graphic files with the.jpg,.gif,.bmp or.png extension. Customize pages and
borehole properties It's possible to zoom in and out, regenerate pages, specify project identification data (title, drill, prepared by, date, borehole, ground elevation, location), set the borehole depth and groundwater depth range, indicate measurements for standard penetration tests (SPTs), as well as to define technical log data and geo-technical log and soil information. BLogPro also lets you
write physical characteristics (depth, grain size analysis, Atterberg limits) and mechanical parameters (depth, Vane and shear tests, triaxial compression), import images from local files, scanners or cameras, edit owner information, or modify settings related to the the borehole drawing scale, ruler, decimal digits, lines and font. Evaluation and conclusion The software utility features support
for multiple languages and had minimal on computer performance in our tests, running on low CPU and RAM. We haven't come across any problems, since it didn't freeze, crash or show errors. To sum it up, BLogPro comes loaded with advanced, yet approachable options and configuration parameters for putting together projects with borehole soil logs, and it can be handled by all
enthusiasts. =========================================== Keep in mind that this article is only a review of the application. We are not responsible for the software contents of the listed publishers. ===========================================f, carneagem, música), que nos influenciam e nós assim atuamos na construção dos resultados (modelos, teses). O
sentimento de fracasso é o que nos conduz indiretamente a uma
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SoftEdges For Andalusia+ is a free tool for repairing damaged images. Apply it to all images you want to restore or it can help you to detect damaged area automatically. You will get a new image where the bad area is replaced with natural colour. You can also use the tool in order to recover lost or damaged files. Why using this tool? SoftEdges for Andalusia+ software was developed
based on the European Union's requirements. To make this process more understandable, the tool is designed to work with images of different formats. The program allows you to work with photos,.jpg files,.png files,.bmp files,.tif files and also you can detect the damaged area and repair it in just a few mouse clicks. In addition, the software program offers you some advanced tools such
as full watermark removal, automatic image rotation, and the insertion of personal and watermark images. You can use the function that inserts a watermark in the file and also there is a possibility of setting the starting and ending positions of the image. After that, you may select the size of the watermark in pixel, percentage or in percent of the image area. The next step involves marking
the main edges of the image. To this end, the software program allows you to set the scanning direction of the image for a more precise correction and repair. Besides, SoftEdges For Andalusia+ includes an eraser tool. Now, it is possible to remove the damaged area. This program allows you to work with any files. You can repair files of any format, even damaged or corrupted files,
damaged image files and files with cracks. SoftEdges for Andalusia+ will give you a new, perfect image. ASA Draw is a simple, yet powerful tool that enables you to easily produce geomemtrical diagrams, i.e. isometric diagrams, in an easy way. The software program has a great help utility that will help you learn about the most important keys, including the interpretation of lines,
polygons, curves, as well as the best methods for assembling a geometrical shape. The software tool also enables you to get the most accurate results by adding dimensions, features, scales and labels to projects. It can also be used to adjust the color and transparency of your projects. ASA Draw is available in two languages - English and German. Features of ASA Draw Software Utility: *
Multi-platform support: It can be used on
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System Requirements:

Windows 10 64 bit or later Intel Core i5 4 GB HDD 60GB RAM 8GB All DLCs included. 1. SteamID & Email: Enter your email to login Steam account, the email you use to register on this website. Enter your Steam ID, your unique account ID. We will send the password to this email. 2. Passwords: Enter your SteamID, your Email, your password. Enter the email you use to login to
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